Pep Band – Scholarship Band Audition Information

Woodwinds and Brass
When: Monday, September 30th - 8:30 pm
Where: Dome
What:
- Flute/Clarinet: Fight Song 1x and Silverado m.27-43 (with pickups)
- Saxes/All Brass: Fight Song 1x and Silverado m. 17-33

Drumset and Bass
When: Tuesday, October 1st from 6-7 pm (just need to stay until you’ve auditioned)
Where: Davis Hall
What:
- Drumset:
  - Fight Song: Intro rudiment and swing
  - 3 measures of groove, 1 measure of fill, and a downbeat in the following styles at various tempos:
    - Rock / Swing / Funk
- Bass: 1x through Fight Song and Holiday